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In this section a range of TV programmes is listed.
•

COSMOS (Carl Sagan) series available on Amazon.co.uk for £13 Sterling
(1980)

•

Cosmos (Neil DeGrasse Tyson) to buy at Amazon.co.uk for £13 sterling

•

Wonders of the Solar System (Brian Cox) series, includes wonders of the
universe in the box set. £23 Sterling, also available on the BBC player.

•

Wonders of the Universe (Brian Cox) series

•

The Farthest (RTÉ) Documentary. Available on Amazon for £9 sterling

•

Stephen Hawking’s Universe series, £18 sterling

•

How the Universe works (Discovery Channel) series. This is a four season
documentary series, all 4 seasons available for individual sale for £15 sterling

•

Universe (History Channel) series. This is documentary series containing 76
individual episodes all for £40 sterling. Season 1 is in Club library.

•

13 Billion light years from Birr (RTÉ) Documentary not available to buy on
DVD or on the RTÉ player yet.

•

Through the Wormhole with Morgan Freeman (Discovery Channel) series is a
62 episode series broken up into 8 separate seasons. 1 through 7 seem to be
available on Amazon in wide range of prices. 8 is not available yet.
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•

Cosmonauts: How Russia Won the Space Race (BBC). Having trouble finding
anywhere online to view or purchase this documentary (2015?)

•

Patrick Moore live commentary on the original Moon landings
The Sky at Night - Apollo 11: A Night to Remember, Acorn Media UK, running
time: approx. 133 minutes. Abstract: 'This special Sky at Night film,
introduced by Sir Patrick Moore ... celebrates what has been described as the
greatest adventure of all time. Through the painstaking re-assembly of
historic videotape, clips and sound archive, together with original NASA
footage of the mission, A Night To Remember relives the momentous epoch
in which man first went to the moon.'

Note: sub-committee discussed but rejected a suggestion that the Club invest in a library of
DVD’s for loan to members, due to probability that discs would have a short life
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